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Dear Dr. Faisal Syafar, Dr. Jing Gao and Dr. Jia Tina Du, 

Kindly, one author replies with modifications. 

IBIMA publishing team is in the process of formatting your article ID  
459687. We need your cooperation to make some modifications: 

1) The Language Editor has some suggestions to improve the flow and  
readability of the article. Attached is a copy with suggestions' notes.  
Please check and make any necessary correction.

2) We have noticed few tables and figures that may have been published  
before in another article. 
Please confirm that all tables, figures and photos are created by the  
author(s) and we will keep a copy of your reply in file. 
Please make sure you remove any figures, tables, website screenshots,  
graphics, etc., from the paper from any previously published article 
unless you have a written permission from the publisher. You need to  
obtain written permissions from the publisher to include any copyrighted  
material in your manuscript.  Only mentioning the source with a  
reference is not enough.  Attached is IBIMA guidelines 

Please fix all issues and send the article as soon as possible to  
continue publication process. 

Sincerely, 

--  
Zahra 
Managing Editor 
IBIMA Publishing 
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To: Faisal, - yyyfy002 <faisal@mymail.unisa.edu.au>
Cc: Jing Gao <jing.gao@unisa.edu.au>;Tina Du <tina.du@unisa.edu.au>

Dear Dr. Faisal Syafar, Dr. Jing Gao and Dr. Jia Tina Du 

Congratulations! your manuscript entitled “The Success Implementation Factors for Mobile Collaboration
Technology in Asset Maintenance,” has been published at Volume 2015 (2015), Article ID 459687, Journal of
Mobile Technologies, Knowledge, and Society. 

The paper has been published in the following forms: 
•    Complete abstract (to facilitate citation) 
•    full article text in html   
•    full article text in PDF format 
•    Full article text for Mobile Phones. 

Your paper DOI: 10.5171/2015.    This was arranged for your article to ensure the highest visibility of your
article worldwide. 

The short access to your article: http://tinyurl.com/pxjywy8
The full URL access your article:  
http://www.ibimapublishing.com/journals/JMTKS/2015/459687/a459687.html 

We Suggest: 

1- In order to promote your article on facebook AND Twitter, we suggest you post the following on your news
feed (Wall): 

My New Article: "The Success Implementation Factors for Mobile Collaboration Technology in Asset
Maintenance"  published journal “Journal of Mobile Technologies, Knowledge, and Society” Download full
Article at  http://tinyurl.com/pxjywy8 

OR: 

A Study finds: ............. (Author(s) can put main findings of their article in 1 sentence)  Download full Article at 
http://tinyurl.com/pxjywy8 

2- Please visit IBIMA publishing facebook website and PRESS "like"  in order to stay up to date with
announcements and promotions.    http://www.facebook.com/pages/IBIMA/366175896624     

3- PRESS "Share" on IBIMA publishing announcements to share with your friends. 

The Publication of your article will be announced worldwide on: 
•    IBIMA Publishing RSS news feed: http://www.ibimapublishing.com/rss.xml  
•    IBIMA Publishing Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/IBIMA/366175896624  
•    IBIMA Publishing twitter page: http://www.twitter.com/IBIMA 

We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate you on your efforts and encourage you to consider
IBIMA Publishing for your future research work. 
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Sincerely, 
IBIMA Publishing 
You can follow IBIMA Publishing news on Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/IBIMA 
facebook website: http://www.facebook.com/pages/IBIMA/366175896624 

--  
Zahra 
Managing Editor 
IBIMA Publishing
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